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TVR® OPT Japan continues to front mastery and authenticity with the redesign of the iconic TVR® ARNEL® 
collection that was first introduced in its 2013 campaign shot in New York. For Fall / Winter 2021, TVR® 
OPT brings back the classic eyewear shape with the latest TVR® ARNEL® 2021 Edition (Zylonite) in its 
original Solid Blackwood colour.

Solid Blackwood is a vintage colour first seen in the 1950s. The original ‘Blackwood’ tone comes from 
genuine horn, then recreated using acetate. The exquisite colour is remade based on the real buffalo horn to 
commemorate its luster in the 1950s. The Solid Blackwood will be an extremely special edition, as it is the last 
batch of colour that will be used for TVR® ARNEL®.

TVR® ARNEL® is a classic rounded horn-rim silhouette eyeglass design made famous by the legendary James 
Dean. The TVR® ARNEL® model also carries the same blueprint as one of TVR® OPT’s most prized model — 
the TVR®504 — that is created through the Datum Expression method, a patented measurement technique 
used in Japan during the 1950s for excellent precision. The TVR® ARNEL® model also exhibits a thinner 
rim structure for additional comfort and fit. The remodel employs the use of Zylonite material, featuring 
the intricate Japanese engraving depicting The Great Wave of Kanagawa on the metal core in this classic 

(Above) TVR® ARNEL® Spring / Summer 2017 Campaign; (Above Right) 
First production of TVR® JD in Solid Blackwood (2013). Solid Blackwood 
is a vintage colour from 1950s. The real ‘blackwood’ colour comes from real 
genuine horn from the 1950s, which was then replaced with acetate. This 
colour is a remake based on the real buffalo horn used in the heydays.

(Cover Page) TVR® ARNEL® in Burnt Umber (Left) and Classic Demi Amber (Right); 
(Opposite Page) TVR® ARNEL® in Tokyo Tortoise (Left) and Classic Black (Right).







(Opposite Page) TVR® ARNEL® in Solid Blackwood.

frame for a modern twist. The shape and structure remains the same as TVR® OPT revives the original Solid 
Blackwood model based on the 2013 iteration, which carries the original 1950s metal core sans the engraving, 
and Solid Blackwood is the only colour that is carried to the latest Fall / Winter 2021 repertoire.

Like its predecessor, the new TVR® ARNEL® 2021 Edition (Zylonite) features anti-slip temple detailing for a 
snug fit, and is a universal, gender-neutral shape for an elegant look. The unmistakable vintage keyhole bridge 
provides easy, comfortable fitting and a graceful appearance. It also comes with seven-barrel hinges for extra 
durability, miter cutting by hand, and the signature SPM (Sun Platinum Metal) spear rivets that are unique 
to this limited TVR® ARNEL® model.

(Above) Stylise the TVR® ARNEL® with lightweight clip-on polarised lenses 
that come with vintage filigree design; (Left) TVR® OPT campaign for Spring / 
Summer 2017 was shot in Venice, Italy.

“We come from a family of master craftsmen whose heritage dated back to the  
Edo period. Our family, the Yaemon, in fact is the first to perfect the  

iconic TVR® ARNEL® shape using traditional measurements and techniques, 
making this collection extra special to us.” — Sawada-Yaemon

Moss Green / Greenish-blue Clip-on Polarised Lens 
(48mm—USD120)

Silver / Greenish-blue Clip-on Polarised Lens
(45mm & 48mm — USD120)



(Above) TVR® ARNEL® in Pink Crystal Limited Edition (2020) — only 
eight pieces was produced with exclusive red leather case and eyeglasses 
necklace; (Left) TVR® ARNEL® European Edition Fall / Winter 2019; 
(Right) Handcut sheets of Japanese material from original vintage colours; 
(Above Right) 35 / TVR® ARNEL® Exclusive Bespoke Limited Edition in 
selected cities around the world (2019).

“Quality handcrafted eyewear is our DNA and we are 
proud to re-introduce these iconic vintage styles to a new generation 

of eyewear customers.” — Sawada-Yaemon

(Opposite Page) TVR® ARNEL® in Brown Demi Amber.

TVR® ARNEL® 2021 Edition (Zylonite) will be available in three sizes — 45mm, 48mm and 50mm. The 
collection will also include new clip-on size at 45mm and the existing 48mm size, in two different coloured 
metals, namely silver and moss green, with Japanese polarised lenses in greenish-blue finish.

The all-new Fall / Winter 2021 release comes in all-time favourite colour-ways including Brown Demi Amber, 
Classic Black, Olive Crystal, Tokyo Tortoise, Yellow Crystal and the Solid Blackwood from The Original 
2013 collection. Additionally, two new vintage colours will be introduced to the TVR® ARNEL® 2021 
Edition (Zylonite) pieces — Burnt Umber and Classic Demi Amber — both quintessentially vintage shades 
from the 1970s, and the first time TVR®OPT is reviving these two colours. 

To find out more about the latest TVR® ARNEL® 2021 EDITION, visit @TVROPT on Instagram.





Seungwon Hong is a digital painter and illustrator born in South 
Korea. He currently lives in Seoul, where he works as freelance 
illustrator. His inspiration is men’s fashion, impressionism paintings, 
and people with style. Seungwon works in digital painting using tablet 
and photoshop. His works have been published in various magazines 
related to the art world and has exhibited several times at shows and art 
exhibitions in Seoul. (seungwonhong.com)



TVR® OPT unveils first art collaboration 
True Vintage Revival® collaborates with South Korean digital artist 

Seungwon Hong for a special Art Edition Packaging Collection.

TVR® OPT Japan is an ardent advocate to art and design. Every creation is a tribute to the brand’s muses 
including famous iconic American artist, Andy Warhol who is the leading figure in the visual art movement 
known as pop art. Warhol is also most famous for the Panto-shape eyewear, one of the most iconic eyewear 
shapes in history.

With Warhol as its muse, TVR® OPT is teaming up with South Korean digital painter and illustrator Seungwon 
Hong to launch a special Art Edition Packaging Collection — the first of its kind for the Japanese eyewear 
brand. The limited edition packaging will feature two of the artworks created and a high quality microfiber 
eyeglasses cloth. The eyeglasses cloth is created based on a pocket square concept, and it doubles up as a stylish 
accessory to your suit jacket — making cleaning on the go easy.

The special Art Edition Packaging Collection is not the only thing that TVR® OPT is celebrating as the brand 
also debuts the first issue of ‘The TVR® Post’ Newspaper. The inaugural print issue narrates TVR® OPT storied 
background, its artistry and generational craftsmanship, as well as the materials used in all of its best-selling 
collection. Also included in the newspaper is an exclusive center-fold poster of the collaborative artwork by 
Seungwon Hong — an ode to  the legendary Andy Warhol. 

The special Art Edition Packaging Collection is limited to the first 600 units only, available with every purchase of 
the TVR® ARNEL® 2021 Edition release starting August 2021.

“I am extremely honoured and excited 
to team up with TVR® OPT to launch 

this first-ever art collaboration.  
I have always been a big fan of the 

eyewear brand and this collaboration is 
something all followers and customers of 
TVR® OPT can truly look forward to.” 

— Seungwon Hong

(Opposite Page) TVR® OPT Special Art Edition Packaging.
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TVR® ARNEL®
2021 EDiTiON
Price USD495

Country of Origin
Sabae, Fukui, Japan
Frame Material
Japanese 4mm Zylonite
Metal Material
SPM (Sun Platinum Metal)

Colours
• Brown Demi Amber
• Burnt Umber
• Classic Black
• Classic Demi Amber
• Olive Crystal
• Tokyo Tortoise
• Yellow Crystal
• Solid Blackwood
  (The Original 2013)

Sizing
Size 45 / 22mm
Lens 45mm
Hinge to Hinge 135mm
Temple 150mm

Size 48 / 22mm
Lens 48mm
Hinge to Hinge 142mm
Temple 150mm

Size 50 / 22mm
Lens 50mm
Hinge to Hinge 143mm
Temple 150mm

(Opposite Page) TVR® ARNEL® in Yellow Crystal (Left) and Olive Crystal (Right).







About TVR® OPT Japan
Powered by a true love for vintage eyewear and a strong interest in rare blueprints of eyeglasses from the 
golden days of 19th Century, TVR® OPT (True Vintage Revival) was founded in 2012 to remake, recreate 
and reintroduce the essence of vintage eyewear to the world.

TVR® OPT’s inspiration, blueprints and real vintage eyeglass models come from all parts of the globe. All 
materials and artistry are sourced and nurtured in Sabae, Japan — a city known for inventing the concept of 
nose pads and famous for its history of handmade eyewear for generations.

All TVR® OPT eyewear are made by hand by a handful of artisans from Sabae, Japan, who are masters in 
handmade craftsmanship and artistry when it comes to making vintage eyewear pieces. Original tools and moulds 
from the 1920s to 1980s are put back into good use in the making of each and every TVR® OPT eyepieces. TVR® 
OPT also pays close attention into details, keeping true to its name — True Vintage Revival. Age-old styles 
like the keyhole bridge, seven-barrel hinges, 50s retro anti-slip strips, miter cutting technique and the individual 
vintage-shaped rivets are among the features that make TVR® OPT creations unique, admirable and respectable.

Its first re-creation, the TVR®501 is inspired by the decade when colour television was invented with its TV-
shaped frames being a classic style that is still popular until today. And come 2021, TVR® OPT collection is 
set to redefined the true essence of vintage eyewear with a revisit to its most classic shapes, colours, history 
and aesthetics. All TVR® OPT models are made with pristine quality using the highest quality of materials 
including the rare SPM (Sun Platinum Metal), a long lost traditional Japanese metal favoured even by the 
former emperor of Japan. 

(Opposite Page) TVR® ARNEL® Solid Blackwood (First Edition 2013).

TVR® ARNEL® Solid Blackwood featured in TVR® OPT first New 
York campaign (unreleased campaign image of The Original 2013 Solid 
Blackwood).



TVR® ARNEL® 2021 EDITION Advertising Campaign.



TVR® ARNEL® 2021 EDITION Advertising Campaign.
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